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bly assembly instructions

This kit contains:
A complete kit of AMX-30 ROLAND
A manual of assembly.
-2 antennas
In this manual of assembly you will find:
- The manual step by step. Each picture represents a step and the parts required.
- A complete nomenclature for identification of all pieces.
- And brief historic
Useful Advises:
This kit is not recommended for children under 10 years. Keep out of reach of children. They
should not be allowed to ingest small pieces or manipulate the plastic bags in any way.
t is recommended to use the cyanoacrylate glue and to degrease parts before gluing.
Historic:
"Roland" is the name of the short-range mobile-air missile system (mounted here by Model
Miniature on a French AMX-30 chassis.) This system is of Franco-German construction and enters
service in the French Army at the end from the 1970s.
The Roland AMX-30 has been designed to meet French and German requirements for a low-level
mobile missile system designed to protect mobile terrain formations and high-value fixed targets.
It includes a rectangular superstructure on which is positioned the radar system incorporating two
launch tubes on each side. Its automatic loading system is powered by a stock of eight missiles
stored inside the superstructure. The Roland has a range of 16 km and it takes 3 crew to handle it.
This anti-aircraft tank has been put into service in different countries such as IRAQ, Qatar, Nigeria,
and Spain.
The Roland system can be mounted on different chassis like the AMX-30, Marder or Lkw 15 t
MAN. The system has also been used by Germany, Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil, and by the US
military as one of the very few SAM systems purchased abroad.
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